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EDUCATIONAL EVENTS

WHA’s many 2019 accomplishments, including a new forward-looking strategic plan
(see below), are summarized in our Annual Report, a copy of which accompanied 2020
dues invoices and can also be obtained here. For the far more detailed (14 pages)
accounting of WHA’s robust annual goals or a member-specific impact and engagement
dashboard, WHA members should feel free to send me an email. Like our members,
WHA is very transparent and accountable.
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Physician Leadership
Development Conference
Kohler, WI

Visit www.wha.org
for more educational
opportunities

I am writing this column on the last day of the
year, always a time to reflect on the past 365, how
(increasingly) rapidly those days came and went and
what will come next. As we close the books on 2019,
WHA’s 99th year, we see another year of very strong
performance – the latest in a sustained upward trend
that has made WHA and our members one of the
most impactful advocacy voices in Wisconsin.

When this column is published, it will be 2020 – WHA’s 100th year! I can’t say the
past 100 years have gone by fast, but I can say my last 18 years at WHA certainly have,
especially these last five years as President & CEO. Indeed, I mentioned to one of our
newer team members the other day “time moves fast at WHA” … because we embrace
an agenda that seeks out opportunities, prioritizes relevance and impact and moves
toward new challenges. We are always active, engaged and each new year builds upon
the last to become a step in an upward climb. That WHA psyche is perfectly captured in
a new strategic plan, including our updated core values, which I believe well reflect the
WHA of 2020 and beyond:
WHA Values
Advocacy, Integrity, Foresight, Relationships, Leadership
(continued on page 2)
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Which brings me to our plans for 2020. It’s always easier to look back to the past than ahead to the future, and while we are
proud of and will do the former, we tend toward the latter. I truly believe that today, as we step into our 100th year, WHA is the
strongest and most impactful it has ever been. That’s less an observation about our past, more a statement about our future.
And appropriately, we enter this next century guided by a new vision statement that reflects where we have been and guides
where we are going:
WHA Vision
To be the unifying voice for Wisconsin’s hospitals and health systems and the state’s most trusted and
influential health policy advocate.
WHA has established a trajectory of accomplishment built on a foundation of those who came before us, enabled by exemplary
support from our members and highly engaged Board of Directors and sustained by a WHA team that just gets better. It’s taken
a lot of dedication and vision from some genuinely remarkable people to get us here, and we have much in store to recognize
WHA’s centennial and that journey. So, stay tuned throughout the year and join us in celebrating!
It is an honor to be a part of WHA’s 100-year legacy. It is a privilege to be a part of this dedicated and skilled WHA team as we
step into our second century.
To all our members and partners, we say THANK YOU for being a part of another great year! On behalf of the WHA staff, we wish
you all much success in 2020 and are committed to being right there with you.

WHA to Establish Rural Physician Leader Roundtable
WHA will create a Rural Physician Leader Roundtable in 2020. The roundtable will be a forum for physician leaders in rural
communities to connect with each other, discuss common challenges, and to help one another become more effective physician
leaders. WHA will facilitate the roundtable with the Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative as a close partner.
WHA expects the roundtable to meet for one hour each quarter, with participation possible via webinar, teleconference or inperson. WHA will provide logistical support. The roundtable participants themselves will decide what they want to discuss and
how to maximize the value of this forum. We anticipate this to be a highly-interactive networking and learning opportunity for
physician leaders in rural settings.
If you would like to nominate a physician leader from your organization who works in a rural setting to participate in this
roundtable, contact WHA Chief Medical Officer Mark Kaufman, MD. Self-nominations are welcome. Please submit nominations
by Jan. 17.
WHA anticipates the first meeting will take place in February. Feel free to contact Dr. Kaufman with any questions, comments or
suggestions.

WHA Board’s Final 2019 Meeting Reviews Accomplishments, Looks Ahead
Governing body reviews 2019 goals while planning for 2020

WHA’s Board of Directors met for the final time in 2019 on Dec. 12 at WHA headquarters in Madison. With advocacy at the core
of WHA’s mission and the meeting being held in the midst of the 2019-20 legislative and congressional biennium, the group
tackled a bounty of current issues while also reviewing WHA’s accomplishments for the calendar year.

Review of 2019 Goals Shows Widespread Successes

WHA President and CEO Eric Borgerding discussed how WHA has performed in fulfilling its ambitious list of goals for 2019.
Thanks to vigilant attention from WHA members in partnership with WHA’s “second-to-none” advocacy team, Borgerding
reported that WHA’s members can once again benefit from successful achievements of the 2019 goals.
Chief among the successes was WHA’s successful navigation of the state budget process in difficult political times, with the
state’s Governor and Legislature controlled by rival political parties. Despite the roiling political environment that often
accompanies such division, WHA was able to achieve all of its Medicaid-related goals in the state budget.
(continued on page 3)
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Borgerding also discussed other areas comprising the
extensive goals list, including proactive efforts on specific
health care topics such as telemedicine, behavioral health,
post-acute care and dental access.

Staff Briefs Board on Budget Implementation, Fall
Legislative Accomplishments

WHA 2019 Board Chair Damond Boatwright adjourns his final meeting as
Board chair on Dec. 12, 2019.

Borgerding and WHA Senior Vice President of Government
Relations Kyle O’Brien discussed recent announcements
from leadership at the state’s Department of Health
Services (DHS), including new commitments to key WHA
priorities like Medicaid Disproportionate Share Hospital
(DSH) funding. These changes were made possible
through the most recent state budget bill, which was
passed by the Legislature and signed into law by Governor
Tony Evers in July.

Borgerding reminded the board that the Medicaid DSH increase from the last state budget is
funded for two years and will need reauthorization during the next state budget – something
that will be a key priority for WHA moving into the 2021-23 biennial state budget period.
In addition, O’Brien covered various other elements of a package of reimbursement changes
that DHS is expected to announce over the coming weeks. One, a psychiatrist/advanced
practice nurse-psych evaluation and management code reimbursement increase, was
released by DHS in early December and is now before the state legislature’s powerful Joint
Committee on Finance for passive review. The reimbursement increase is intended to take
effect Jan. 1, 2020.
O’Brien also covered several WHA priorities that have been enacted into law or are continuing
Kyle O’Brien
to progress through the state legislative process. This includes a permanent reauthorization
of Wisconsin’s participation in the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact, enactment of a
comprehensive telehealth covered services and regulatory reform bill for Medicaid enrollees, and legislation that has passed
the Assembly and is now on its way to passage in the Senate allowing an advanced practice clinician to join physicians in certain
decisions that fulfill a patient’s advance directive.
Borgerding underscored the strong partnership WHA has with a bipartisan group of lawmakers and the Evers administration
allowing passage and signing of 2019 Wisconsin Act 56, the enacted telehealth reform legislation. Borgerding was asked to join
Gov. Evers, DHS Secretary-designee Andrea Palm, State Senate Democratic Leader Jennifer Shilling and Richland Hospital CEO
Bruce Roesler to make comments during the bill signing ceremony at The Richland Hospital on Nov. 25, which can be
viewed here.

Federal Advocacy Activity Continues with Important Issues Pending

WHA Director of Federal & State Relations Jon Hoelter provided the board with an update
on federal surprise billing legislation and transparency provisions from a recent CMS rule.
Congressional leaders have been attempting to attach a harmful surprise billing fix to an
end-of-year spending package, and WHA recently sent a letter from its board officers and
Transparency Task Force chair expressing concern. A recent announcement that the House
Ways and Means Committee intends to work on this issue has made it less likely that
Congress will be able to find agreement on this issue before the spending package needs to
be passed.
Hoelter also shared an update on the final federal transparency rule introduced by the Trump
administration. While a lawsuit filed by the American Hospital Association and other hospital
groups will likely prevent the requirement that hospitals post privately-negotiated rates from
going into effect, WHA is already looking into how it might utilize PricePoint to assist hospitals
in properly following any future implemented requirements.

Jon Hoelter
(continued on page 4)
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WHA Board Briefed on 2019 Health Care Workforce Report

WHA Vice President of Workforce and Clinical Practice Ann Zenk discussed highlights and key
takeaways from WHA’s 2019 annual workforce report. The 16th annual report heralds the arrival
of the “Silver Tsunami” – the manifestation of the aging baby boom generation. Not only has
the “Silver Tsunami” arrived, but the impact on health care – increased demand for care and a
shrinking health care workforce – will persist for at least the next two decades. Wisconsin’s health
care workforce is stretched thinner and thinner as Wisconsin citizens require more complex and
intense care.
Board members confirmed that their organizations are feeling the impact of an aging population
and a shrinking workforce. The board also discussed other key influences on the health care
workforce, including the safety net Wisconsin hospitals and health systems provide, and the
additional work required to leverage technologies like electronic health records and telemedicine.

WHA’s Board of Directors meeting, Dec. 12, 2019.

Zenk described to the board how the
report’s recommendations will drive WHA’s
workforce agenda. The 2019 Health Care
Workforce Report urges state policymakers
to support strategically-targeted workforce
recruitment and retention, break down
barriers to team-based health care delivery
and use technology wisely, and take care
to not only avoid creating burdensome
new regulations, but find ways to reduce
current regulatory hurdles hampering
the ability to provide high-quality care
efficiently.

PAC Meets Goal

WHA Vice President of Advocacy Kari Hofer provided a near-final year-end report for the Wisconsin Hospitals PAC & Conduit
fundraising campaign. She reported 2019 goals for fundraising, disbursement, and events were met as of Dec. 12, 2019. Hofer
thanked the members of the WHA board for their leadership and commitment to WHA’s strong political advocacy in 2019.
The board is scheduled to meet next on Feb. 13, 2020.

Spreading Success: A Playbook on How to Successfully Reduce ED Recidivism
WHA is partnering with The Great Lakes Partners for Patients Hospital Improvement Innovation Network (GLPP HIIN) in hosting
a full-day interactive event focused on innovations to reduce ED recidivism, unnecessary hospital admissions and preventable
readmissions.
The morning will entail in-depth learning, highlighting concrete concepts, operations, guidelines and tactical steps to take to
implement the innovation. The afternoon will be a guided action planning session for you and your team to engage in vision,
strategy and planning activities to begin the process of implementing the innovation at your hospital.
Gather your team and save the date! WHA encourages attendance of multidisciplinary readmissions teams of two or more
who will be empowered to implement these innovative approaches at your hospital. Teams may include MDs, CNOs, CMOs,
administrative leaders, quality leaders, nurse managers, and should include ED representation as well as anyone with the shared
commitment to making a positive impact on reducing readmissions.
Date: Feb. 6, 2020
Location: Marshfield Clinic Health System, Marshfield, WI
To register or for additional information: https://www.whareg4.org/ReadmissionsPlaybook.
Contact WHA Clinical Quality Improvement Advisor Jill Lindwall with questions.
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Webinar Opportunity: Wisconsin Medical-Dental Integration Project
January 9, 2020, 10-11 a.m.

Dental disease is the most common chronic disease of childhood. In 2018, more than 80,000 children in the state’s Medicaid
program had a dental-related medical encounter but did not visit a dentist. In Wisconsin, there is a new opportunity to integrate
a dental hygienist into the primary care team to provide preventive oral health services to children at well-child visits.
The webinar will be offered Jan. 9, 2020 from 10-11 a.m. Click here to learn more about this webinar and to register.
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